Response to editor:
We have carefully gone through all the comments and suggestions raised by the two
reviewers. To address these issues, we have included additional information and calculation
results. The structure of the manuscript was also rearranged to improve the readability and
logical structure. Please find the point-by-point response to the reviewers and the marked
revised manuscript below:

Response to reviewer #1
General comments
The article “NH 3 -promoted hydrolysis of NO 2 induces explosive growth in HONO”
discussed the mechanism behind explosive HONO formation during field observation
in a rural site in North China. In general, the phenomenon, confidence of related
evidence were sufficient to show the role of NH 3 in HONO productions via
heterogeneous reaction during fog/smoke events. The observation data was well linked
to possible atmosphere processes, which might greatly promote the understanding of
HONO sources and thus providing new insights of pollution control strategies for China.
Yet, the authors should address several minor points to make the narrative as well as
the deduction more convincible.
Minor suggestions
1. First, it is well known that the HONO is extremely reactive especially during
daytime. For most of the cases, the author noted that the rarely seen Ozone was the
evidence that there was no sufficient sunlight. It seems that the Ozone concentration
was used as an indicator of UV radiation and possible photochemistry reactions
(line213-line218). But the Ozone could be titrated by NO, which was often
measured a high level during nighttime in North China. Therefore, even the Ozone

was observed to be nearly zero, there might be enough UV radiation for the quick
HONO photolysis. This leads to a further question - can we trust the HONO
measurements by a denuder system? The annular denuder method of detecting
might have artefacts regarding to measuring HONO due to: 1. Hydrolysis of NO2
onto wet surface; 2.Aqueous reaction of S(IV) with NO2 in the solution(Spindler,
Hesper et al. 2003, Nie, Ding et al. 2015). The second reaction could likely be
accelerated in the presence of ammonia as reported in the previous studies (Cheng,
Zheng et al. 2016, Wang, Zhang et al. 2016). Therefore, it is strongly recommended
that the authors should conducted some validation of the HONO data from IGAC,
given the fact that the HONO data obtained by denuder system need further
calculation/reprocessing.
Response:
Thank you for your valuable comments. During the campaign in 2016, the IGAC
instrument was borrowed from the Fortelice International Company. Unfortunately,
circumstances do not allow us to borrow the instrument again for additional
experiments, but we hope to prove the instrument reliable using the entire measurement
dataset.
As already pointed out in your comment, instruments using wet denuders to collect
gaseous HONO can cause sampling artefacts mainly via two pathways: 1) the NO 2
conversion on the surface of the sampling tube and the wet denuder and 2) the reaction
of NO 2 with S(IV) in the absorption solution in wet denuder (Nie et al., 2015). The
second pathway is avoided in IGAC by using a dilute (5x10-3 M) H 2 O 2 solution, which
quickly converts S(IV) to S(VI). The first artefact is often corrected for using a linear
correction using slopes of 0.83-0.85. (Su, 2008;Qiang et al., 2014;Nie et al., 2015).
Qiang et al. (2014) compared HONO measurements by an instrument called GAC-IC
with that of LOPAP and found generally good agreement between both instruments
after using a linear correction. Note that such linear adjustments do not alter the overall
variation characteristics of HONO. The GAC and MARGA systems all consist of

horizontally positioned wet denuders, in which the absorption solution might
accumulate and cause additional artifacts. The IGAC system uses a vertically installed
wet denuder, guaranteeing for the smooth outflow of the absorption solution. Overall,
it is reasonable to believe that IGAC is able to capture the variation characteristics of
HONO, even if a slope of 0.83 were used to correct the HONO data, the peaks would
still reach 8.8, 7.9, 9.5 and 14.6 ppb, which is still very high.
Further, to prove that the observed peaks were not caused by instrument sampling
artefacts, we analyzed the variation of observed HONO with SO 2 , NO 2 and NH 3 during
15th Oct. to 25th Nov. 2016 (Fig.1). High HONO concentrations were typically observed
under low SO 2 conditions, which proves that the sampling artefact due to the reaction
of S(IV) and NO 2 in the wet denuder could be neglected. If the instrument would cause
sampling artefacts due to NO 2 conversions, the high HONO concentrations should have
been frequently observed under high NO 2 concentrations, which was not the case. The
NO 2 concentrations at the occurrence time of the 4 peaks were all below 50 ppb. NO 2
often exceeded 50 ppb during the campaign, however, HONO stayed below 7 ppb
throughout the whole campaign, except for the 4 cases studied in this work.

Figure 1 Variation of HONO with SO 2 (y-axis), NO 2 (x-axis) and NH 3 (z-axis) during
15th Oct. to 25th Nov. 2016, with the large dots indicating the data points with HONO
exceeding 7 ppb

2. The second point will be lying in the mechanism discussions. Though R1 could not
explain the increasing nitrate (line 260-261), but attributing all the SIA (secondary
inorganic aerosols) increase due to HONO formation and thus denying the role of
R1 seems to be assertive. Actually, the nitrite in the aqueous phase might have
produced OH radicals in aerosol liquid water or fog droplets (Vione, Maurino et al.
2006). It would be good to illustrate or maybe quantify the relative contribution of
R1 v.s. R2 to HONO production as well as SIA production.
Response:
We thank the reviewer for these valuable comments and suggestions, which has greatly

helped us in improving our manuscript. We took the advice in this comment and
estimated the relative contributions of R1 and R2 to HONO production using the
following assumptions.
First, we assume the observed increase in sulfate (d[SVI]/dt) was caused by the reaction
of SO 2 with H 2 O 2 , O 3 , NO 2 , TMI (Fe3+ and Mn2+). Calculations were performed
according to Cheng et al. (2016a), using the same pH dependent TMI concentrations
and the actual SO 2 , H 2 O 2 , O 3 and NO 2 concentrations in our measurements (Table 1).
For the two fog episodes on 4th and 5th Nov. 2016, the mean diameter of fog droplets
was assumed to be 7.0 μm and the liquid water content was assumed to be 0.3 g m-3
according to Shen et al. (2018). For the haze episodes on the 11th and 14th Nov. 2016,
the mean aerosol diameter under ambient conditions was estimated to be 0.65-1.22 and
0.9 μm, while the liquid water content was calculated to decrease from 3.4×10-4 to
7.8×10-5 on the 11th Nov and assumed to be 0.01 g m-3 on the 14th Nov. during the
transition from fog to haze. The sulfate production rate and relative contribution of the
each oxidation pathway to the total sulfate production rate was obtained and depicted
in Figure 2. For the two fog episodes, assuming pH=6, the estimated average sulfate
production rates are 11.7 and 31.6 approximately 4 times of that observed within PM2.5,
which is clearly an underestimation, considering the liquid water content of fog droplets
are at least a magnitude higher than that of aerosols. For the two haze episodes, using
the pH values estimated using ISORROPIA (forward mode and metastable assumption
(Song et al., 2018)), the estimated average sulfate production rates are 0.06 and 1.8,
about 10% of that observed within PM2.5. Following the calculations of Cheng et al.
(2016a), we have considered the influence of ionic strength on the reaction rates and
set constraints on the maximum ionic strength (I max ), which might have caused
underestimations for all reaction routes, since the calculated ionic strength commonly
exceeded I max . Underestimated transition metal ion concentrations may also be partly
responsible for the underpredicted sulfate production, since the TMI catalysis route has
recently be pointed out to be the dominant SO 2 heterogeneous oxidation pathway (Shao
et al., 2019). Additionally, there also might be other neglected SO 2 oxidation pathways,

which will lead to overestimates in the sulfate fraction produced by the NO 2 oxidation
pathway.:
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where 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2 +𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁2 is the contribution fraction of the NO 2 oxidation pathway to the

total sulfate production. Note that the calculated HONO production rate can only
represent the production within PM 2.5 .

Table 1. The trace gas concentrations, liquid water content, mean diameter and
temperature used to calculate the heterogeneous sulfate production
Time
SO 2 H 2 O 2
NO 2
O3
LWC
Dp
T
Date
-3
(LT)
(ppb) (ppb) (ppb)
(ppb) (g m ) (μm)
(K)
4th Nov

9:00
10:00
11:00

0.18
0.17
0.28

0.26
0.29
0.34

45.3
48.8
49.9

1.53
1.56
1.78

0.3
0.3
0.3

7.00
7.00
7.00

277.8
278.4
278.7

5th Nov.

10:00
11:00
12:00

0.16
0.39
1.19

0.19
0.21
0.30

44.6
44.0
45.1

2.90
3.39
5.72

0.3
0.3
0.3

7.00
7.00
7.00

278.8
279.6
281.3

11th Nov.

7:00
8:00
9:00

0.40
0.44
1.61

0.52
0.71
0.89

30.7
33.0
32.7

1.41
1.53
1.83

3.4 e-4
2.1e-4
7.8e-5

1.22
0.73
0.65

271.2
272.3
274.8

14th Nov.

11:00

1.27

0.32

41.6

1.52

0.01

0.90

278.1

Figure 2. Calculated average sulfate production (a,c) and contribution fraction b,d)
from SO 2 oxidation by H 2 O 2 , NO 2 , O 3 , TMI under different pH values using methods
described in (Cheng et al., 2016a) for the case episodes on 4th, 5th, 11th and 14th Nov.
2016.
Then, we further assume the observed nitrate production (d[NO 3 -]/dt) was caused by
reaction R2 and by the reaction of NO 2 with OH radicals (𝑘𝑘𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁2 +𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 =3.2×10−12 cm3 s−1),
the HONO production rate of R2 would be:
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The contribution fraction of the two reactions to the heterogeneous HONO production
in aerosol and fog liquid water content can be calculated by:
𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅1 =
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Assuming the pH of fog droplets falls within the range of 4 to 6, f R2 was estimated to
range from range from 75.5 to 99.5% and from 81.2 to 99.5% during the 4th and 5th Nov.
2016, respectively. For the two haze events on 11th and 14th Nov., the f R2 corresponding
to the pH values modelled by ISORROPIA would be 98.2% and 97.3%.
These results suggest that, reaction R2 is the dominant contributor to the heterogeneous
HONO production, while R1 is more important under high pH conditions. Under the
assumed upper limit of pH, R1 can contribute up to 24.5%, 18.8% to the observed
HONO growth during the fog events. This is in accordance with results from Wang et
al. (2016) and Cheng et al. (2016b), which suggested that R1 was more likely to happen
during fog episodes or under NH 3 neutralized conditions (3,4). For the two haze events,
R1 contributed very little (1.8% and 2.7%) to the observed HONO growth.
In summary, reaction R2 was the dominant contributor to the heterogeneous HONO
production, while R1 only played a minor role during fog events and a negligible role
during haze events. The above discussions were added to Sect. 4.2 in the revised
manuscript.
Technical notes
1. Line 110-111: “Under highly polluted conditions such as our site”. Might have
wrong grammar used.
Response:
Thank you for noticing, this sentence was rephrased as:
“Considering the severe pollution state the NCP is under, these measurement
uncertainties are fully acceptable.”
2. Figure 3. The time label on X axis causes misunderstanding, might change to DateTime format.
Response:

Thank you for the suggestion, to avoid confusion the x axis labels were changed to
hours and the date was marked on top of the figure (see Fig.4 below in Response #3).
3. Figure 4. The unit of aerosol composition (nitrate/sulfate/ammonium) should be in
mass concentration.
Response:
Thank you for the suggestion, the unit of aerosol composition was changed to μg m-3
in Figs. 2-4 (Figs. 3-5 below) and in the corresponding texts.

Figure 3. Time series of ambient a) RH; b) HONO; c) sulfate, nitrate, ammonium; d)
NH 3 , NO 3 and SO 2 during the observation period.

Figure 4 Time series of ambient a) RH,O 3 , b)HONO, NO 2 -, c) SO 4 2-, NO 3 -, NH 4 +, d)
NH 3 , NO 2 , SO 2 , e) NO, H 2 O 2 , f) CO, wind speed and wind direction (colors of scatter
points ) from 11-04 to 11-05. Gray shaded areas represent periods of rapid increase of
HONO.

Figure 5 Time series of ambient a) RH, SO 2 , b) HONO, NO 2 -, H 2 O 2 , aerosol pH, c)
SO 4 2-, NO 3 -, NH 4 +,d) NH 3 , NO 2 , O 3 , e) NO, volume concentrations of PM 2.5 in dry
state (V dry ), volume concentrations of liquid water (V w ), f) CO, wind speed and wind
direction during 1) 11th Nov. 2016 and 2) 14th Nov. 2016. Gray shaded areas represents
periods of rapid increase of HONO.
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Response to reviewer #2
General comments
The paper “NH 3 -promoted hydrolysis of NO 2 induces explosive growth in HONO” by
Wanyun Xu et al is joining the long series of scientific work aiming at elucidating the
HONO sources that have been published these past twenty years. Considering the major
role of HONO in the initiation of the photo-oxidation cycles in the troposphere, any
significant work related to the processes that give birth to this key molecule are
necessarily important (Kleffmann et al, 2007). Wanyun Xu et al are mostly founding
the exploitation of their results on a methodology based on recent papers only and are
often disregarding the precious findings of the early times. Nevertheless, they provide
here an attempt to exploits a limited set of data obtained in heavily polluted
environment that is not without any merit. Overall, I have many minor points to discuss
but, for me, one major point is shining a doubtful light over the whole study: it concerns
the reliability of the HONO/NO 2 - measurements themselves. The reliable measurement
of HONO at low level in the atmosphere has been an analytical challenge for decades.
Many groups have worked on various analytical concepts ranging from long path
spectroscopy, optical cavities, ionic chromatography or dye formation combined with
absorption within waveguide tubing or HPLC analysis.
Because of HONO high reactivity the risk of underestimation of its concentration is
often high. In the same time, because of the multiplicity of its heterogeneous sources
the risk of positive artefact and unwanted HONO generation in/nearby the system is
high too. This is why, even when the measurement principle itself was mature, the
sampling condition was often found to be a key parameter for trustable measurements,
which has led to important work on the design of inlets, minimizing surfaces, choosing
material.
Each of these instrumental concept has required extensive characterization works and
a few inter-comparison exercises have demonstrated how large the discrepancies can

be (Keuken et al, 1990; Stutz et al, 2009; Kleffmann et al, 2006; Pinto et al, 2014).

Major issues
1. In the present paper, the whole experimental strategy relies on the performance of
the so-called In situ Gas and Aerosol Compositions Monitor (IGAC, Fortelice
International Co.,Taiwan) as both HONO/NO 2 - and NH 3 concentrations – the two
key species of the present study - are monitored using this instrument. The available
information about this device are scarce: IGAC consists in a combination of a wet
annular denuder and a particle into liquid sampler. Unfortunately it has been poorly
characterized in general and none of the reference provided in the paper are relevant
for HONO measurements. In particular, while citing Liu et al, 2017a to claim “the
instrument has shown good performance in the past” or quoting Young et al, 2016,
one can only regret that nothing in these papers really concern nitrous acid or nitrite
ions measurements. Further, Young et al, 2016 indicate that the performance of
IGAC were poor concerning the measurement of ammonia.
On my side, considering the IGAC experimental device and condition of use, I
especially worry about the use of “a dilute H 2 O 2 solution to collect the gases”. If
one refer to Young et al, 2016 the “dilute solution” is a 5x10-3 M solution (why not
mentioning the concentration in the experimental section?) which is used to “assure
the oxidation of SO 2 to SO 4 – and prevents microbial growth “. For me, it is highly
probable that such a concentration of such a strong oxidation agent could induced
artefacts in the HONO measurement: - in the absence of precursors, it may induce
a negative artefact by oxidizing nitrites to nitrates but, on the contrary - in the
presence of enough reduced nitrogenous species (such as ammonia) it may forms
HONO. In this case this would both affect NH 3 and HONO measurements and
would probably lead to a correlation between both species (if ammonia is in excess).
Considering the poor level of details provided in the experimental section, the lack
characterization experiments demonstrating the ability of IGAC to measure HONO

(especially in the presence of ammonia) and the strong suspicion of artefacts exactly
relevant from the main paper conclusion, I strongly recommend to provide the
experimental evidences that demonstrate the suitability of the measurement
protocol for both NH 3 and HONO before considering any publication.
Response:
During the campaign in 2016, the IGAC instrument was borrowed from the Fortelice
International Company. Unfortunately, circumstances do not allow us to borrow the
instrument again for additional experiments, but we believe the entire dataset itself may
be able to prove itself reliable.
1) On the concern that the IGAC instrument showed “poor” performance in
respect of ammonia measurements, we would thank the reviewer for the careful
inspection of our work and for raising this concern, which indeed needs to be
addressed to solidify our work.
To evaluate the NH 3 data quality measured by IGAC, we compared them against
NH 3 measurements of an LGR economical ammonia analyzer (DLT-100, Los Gatos
Research, USA). Note that the IGAC instrument, the SMPS+APS system, the
humidified nephelometer system and the AL2021 H 2 O 2 analyzer were housed in an
air-conditioned container located on the northern edge of the Gucheng site, while
the trace gas instruments (including SO 2 , NO x , CO and NH 3 ) that carried out longterm measurements were housed on the second floor of a two story building located
on the southern edge of the Gucheng site. Details on the LGR NH 3 measurements
can be found in Meng et al. (2018).
In Young et al. (2016), IGAC showed marginally acceptable performance test result
for NH 3 , with the intercept of the linear fitting meeting the evaluation criteria, while
the slope of 0.59 did not. They pointed out that the underestimation in IGAC NH 3
measurements was probably caused by losses on the sampling tube wall. This
indicates that the NH 3 measured by IGAC are systematically lower, which high
possibly has no great influence on the relative variation pattern of NH 3 , which we
are concerned of in this study. It should be noted that Young et al. (2016) performed

NH 3 measurements and validation in the concentration range of 0 to 16 ppb. Liu et
al. (2017) performed NH 3 measurements with IGAC in urban Beijing, with NH 3
varying between 0 to 35 ppb, which is closer to the observed NH 3 range in our
campaign. The measurements were validated against ISORROPIA II simulations
and reached good agreement (R2>0.9). Teng et al. (2017) observed that LGR
measurements were far larger than those measured based on wet denuders (with a
slope near 0.7) and suggested the overestimation of LGR was possibly caused by
interference of water vapor. Overall, we believe that even though the IGAC system
may not be as precise as other specific NH 3 analyzers, if it can capture the variation
characteristics of NH 3 , it would be enough to prove the proposed the HONO
production pathway.
Overall, the comparison of the NH 3 measured with LGR against that of IGAC
showed a slope of 0.91 (R=0.63) and an intercept of 6.86 (Fig.1a). If data measured
under high RH conditions (RH≥80) were excluded, an obvious improvement in the
comparison results would be achieved (Fig.1b), with a slope of 1.03 (R=0.74) and
an intercept of 2.89. This indicates that, high discrepancies between the two
instruments mostly occur at high relative humidity, where LGR measurements are
significantly higher than those of IGAC. Since these discrepancies were linked to
high RH conditions, it is more likely that they were caused by the LGR instrument
that overestimates NH 3 due to absorption interference of water vapor. The variation
of NH 3 measured by LGR and IGAC during the four episode cases is shown in Fig.
2. Although LGR showed higher NH 3 concentrations (especially during nighttime
when fog prevailed and RH was near 100), the variation characteristics were the
same between the two instruments, all displaying rapid increases during the
explosive HONO formation events. Thus, we believe it is appropriate to use the
IGAC measured NH 3 for our discussions.

Figure 1 Comparison between NH 3,IGAC and NH 3,LGR using a) all measurement data
and b) data associated with RH<80.

Figure 2 Time series of NH 3,IGAC (solid) and NH 3,LGR (dashed) during a) 4th Nov., b)
5th Nov., c) 11th Nov. 2016 and d) 14th Nov. 2016. Gray shaded areas represents periods
of rapid increase of HONO.
We hope that this gives the reviewer and readers more confidence in the measurement
results of IGAC concerning NH 3 . In the revised manuscript, the following was added

to Sect. 2 to provide the readers with more insight into the NH 3 measurements and data
quality:
“A comparison between NH 3 observed by IGAC and by an economical NH 3 analyser
(LGR, DLT-100, details see Meng et al. (2018)) yielded an overall slope of 0.91 with
R=0.63 (Fig.S1a). A better comparison result (slope of 1.03, R=0.74) would be obtained
if data associated with RH≥80 were excluded (Fig. S1b). The overestimation of LGR
instruments compared to denuder based instruments has also been reported in Teng et
al. (2017), suggesting possible interference of water vapor on NH 3 measurements. As
can be seen in Fig S2., both instruments captured the same the diurnal variation of NH 3
during the four case episodes in this study, which proves that the IGAC instrument was
able to capture the overall variation trends of NH 3 . Since both instruments have their
uncertainties, we decided to use the NH 3 measured by the IGAC instrument for better
consistency with the other data.”

2) On the concern, whether the IGAC instrument can accurately measure HONO,
the performance of IGAC in terms of HONO measurements has indeed not been
validated against measurements from other instruments at present. A recent work
compared WRF-CHEM simulated HONO against measurements by IGAC and
found good agreement between the two of them (Feng et al., 2018). The IGAC
instrument is not as widely used as the MARGA system, which shares similar
design and principles as IGAC and has been often used to measure HONO in the
past (Xie et al., 2015;Nie et al., 2015). Similar measurement systems have been
widely applied to study the variation of HONO (Su et al., 2008;Yang et al., 2017;Gu
et al., 2009;Qiang et al., 2014). Instruments using wet denuders to collect gaseous
HONO can cause sampling artefacts mainly via two pathways: 1) the NO 2
conversion on the surface of the sampling tube and the wet denuder and 2) the
reaction of NO 2 with S(IV) in the absorption solution in wet denuder (Nie et al.,
2015). The second pathway is avoided in IGAC by using the dilute (5x10-3 M) H 2 O 2
solution, which quickly converts S(IV) to S(VI). The first artefact is often corrected

for using a linear correction using slopes of 0.83-0.85. (Su, 2008;Qiang et al.,
2014;Nie et al., 2015). Qiang et al. (2014) compared HONO measurements by an
instrument called GAC-IC with that of LOPAP and found generally good agreement
between both instruments after using a linear correction. Note that such linear
adjustments do not alter the overall variation characteristics of HONO. The GAC
and MARGA systems all consist of horizontally positioned wet denuders, in which
the absorption solution might accumulate and cause additional artifacts.

The

IGAC system uses a vertically installed wet denuder, guaranteeing for the smooth
outflow of the absorption solution. Overall, it is reasonable to believe that IGAC is
able to capture the variation characteristics of HONO, even if a slope of 0.83 were
used to correct the HONO data, the peaks would still reach 8.8, 7.9, 9.5 and 14.6
ppb, which is still very high.
To further prove that the observed peaks were not caused by instrument sampling
artefacts, we analyzed the variation of observed HONO with SO 2 , NO 2 and NH 3
during 15th Oct. to 25th Nov. 2016 (Fig.3). High HONO concentrations were
typically observed under low SO 2 conditions, which proves that the sampling
artefact due to the reaction of S(IV) and NO 2 in the wet denuder could be neglected.
If the instrument would cause sampling artefacts due to NO 2 conversions, the high
HONO concentrations should have been frequently observed under high NO 2
concentrations, which was not the case. The NO 2 concentrations at the occurrence
time of the 4 peaks were all below 50 ppb. NO 2 often exceeded 50 ppb during the
campaign, however, HONO stayed below 7 ppb throughout the whole campaign,
except for the 4 cases studied in this work.

Figure 3 Variation of HONO with SO 2 (y-axis), NO 2 (x-axis) and NH 3 (z-axis) during
15th Oct. to 25th Nov. 2016, with the large dots indicating the data points with HONO
exceeding 7 ppb

2. Line 213-214: “The O 3 concentration stayed near zero, which means that UV
radiation was weak.” This statement is clearly wrong. From the few NO data that
the author disclose to the reader one can see that NO values are typically ranging
from 20 to 100 ppb. With such high values, no wonder why O 3 remain low: it is
clearly titrated by NO. One can understand that the lack of spectral radiometer
measurements is an issue (see later) but O 3 data in a polluted environment can
certainly not be used as a proxy for UV radiation strength.
Response:
We thank the reviewer for this valuable comment and agree that using O 3 as an indicator
for UV radiation under such conditions is indeed not appropriate. As suggested by the
reviewer in the following major comment, we used TUV calculation results to prove
our point. During the case on the 14th Nov. 2016, the relative humidity decreased from
100% (10:00-11:00) to 85% (11:30), suggesting that this was a fog dissipation process.
During 10:00 to 11:00, Gucheng was still under foggy conditions, with an estimated
HONO lifetime (only considering its photolysis process) of 1.7 hours, proving that the
photolysis process was relatively weak during the rapid increase of HONO. The
estimated HONO lifetime rapidly decreased to 0.6 h by 12:00, resulting in accelerated
HONO dissociation and OH production, explaining the rapid decrease of HONO
concentrations.
The discussion in Line 213-214 was deleted and detailed discussions on the HONO
photolysis were added in both Sect. 4.1 and Sect. 4.3 of the revised manuscript.
3. Line 226: Equation 1 is strongly oversimplified. On the HONO sinks side one
clearly miss - photolysis that can certainly not be neglected. Even if radiation
measurements are not available, the authors manage, later on in the paper, to
evaluate some values that could be used here. Another approach would be to provide
an upper limit evaluating the J value above haze using TUV for example (see
Madronich et al, 1988 and Tie et al, 2003) - deposition can be taken into account by
using as deposition velocity the value given by Stutz et al., 2002, for example. In

addition in the presence of hydrometeors, one clearly miss the loss processes
onto/into haze droplets. On the HONO source side, may well identified processes
are missing such as direct emission and heterogeneous HONO formation from
conversion of NO 2 on ground surface and aerosol surfaces.
Response:
We thank the reviewer for the valuable suggestions in this comment. However, we
believe there has been a little misunderstanding, which needs to be clarified. In this
section, we tried to speculate if these observed HONO explosive growth events
could have been caused by other known sources. In the second paragraph (line 224236), we wanted to estimate if the homogenous oxidation of NO to HONO could
be strong enough to produce such large amounts of HONO. Thus, Equation 1 was
not meant to describe the net production of HONO based on all of its sources and
sinks. It only describes the net HONO production via homogeneous gas phase
reaction. The impact of direct emission is considered in the 3rd and 4th paragraph
(line 233-251), which discuss the potential impact of vehicle and biomass burning
emissions. The conversion of NO 2 on ground surface and aerosol surface is exactly
what we are mainly discussing in the next paragraphs in this section (line 252-340).
We try to improve this section considering the reviewers suggestions and
discuss all the known sources and sinks together to improve both the
readability and scientific quality of the manuscript. We calculated the following
sources and sinks of HONO:
1) Gas phase homogeneous production of HONO:
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁+𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂
= 𝑘𝑘𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁+𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 [𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁][𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂] − 𝑘𝑘𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻+𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 [𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻][𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂],

(1)

where diurnal variation of OH concentrations was inferred from Whalley et al.
(2015), replacing OH under fog conditions with 1x105 cm-3).
2)

Vehicle emissions: P emi =Emission factor*[NOx] vehicle , where the emission

factor was assumed to be 1% (maximum emission factor of 0.8% used in Huang et
al. (2017)) and the total observed NOx was attributed to vehicle emission to obtain
an upper limit for the vehicle emission.

3)

Heterogeneous conversion on aerosol and ground surface:

Typically, the conversion of NO 2 on aerosol and ground surface is parameterized as
a linear function of NO 2 uptake coefficients and surface to volume ratios (surface
area densities) (Xue et al., 2014;Li et al., 2018):
P het =(k g +k a )×[NO 2 ],

(2-1)

1

𝑆𝑆

Ground: k𝑔𝑔 = 8 ⋅ 𝜗𝜗𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁2 ⋅ 𝛾𝛾𝑔𝑔 ⋅ 𝑉𝑉
1

Aerosol: k 𝑎𝑎 = 4 ⋅ 𝜗𝜗𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁2 ⋅ 𝛾𝛾𝑎𝑎 ⋅ 𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎

(2-2)
(2-3)

𝜗𝜗𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁2 stands for the mean molecular speed, 𝛾𝛾𝑔𝑔 and 𝛾𝛾𝑎𝑎 for the uptake coefficient

on ground and aerosol surface, S/V for the surface to volume ratio and Sa for the
ambient aerosol surface area density. We estimate ground surface HONO
production using a 𝛾𝛾𝑔𝑔 of 1e-6 during night time and 2e-5 during daytime and an S/V
of 0.1 m-1. The heterogeneous HONO production in aerosol and fog droplets were

already calculated using a 𝛾𝛾𝑎𝑎 range of 1e-4 to 1e-3 as suggested by Li et al. (2018).

Since the surface area density under fog conditions were not measured, we can only
estimate that dHONO/dt during fog events would exceed 40 ppb/hour based on
calculation results in Fig.S1. For non-fog conditions, we used the ambient aerosol
surface area density calculated using the humidified nephelometer and 𝛾𝛾𝑎𝑎 =1e-4 to
further calculate the variation of the HONO production on aerosol surface.

4)

Loss through photolysis:

L pho =J Hono ×[HONO],

(3)

where J HONO was modelled using the TUV model, assuming AOD to vary with pH
(see Table S1 in revised supplement).
Loss through dry deposition:
L dep =v dep /H×[HONO],

(4)

where the dry deposition rate v dep was assumed to be 0.3 cm s-1 according to Stutz et
al. (2002) and the boundary layer height H was interpolated from ECWMF ERAinterim data ( http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/).
Finally, the net production rate can be expressed as:
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
= 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁+𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂
+ 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑜 − 𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(6)

Fig. 4 displays the estimated production and loss of HONO via various routes, as
well as the calculated and actually observed dHONO/dt during the 4th, 5th, 11th and
14th Nov. 2016. The estimated upper limit for vehicle emissions displays little
variability during the day, with slight decreasing trends during the four events,
proving that the observed HONO production could not have been caused by direct
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
vehicle emissions. The net gaseous phase production of HONO (𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
) contributed

0.15-0.18, 0.04-0.07, 0.27-1.04 and 0.25-1.53 ppb h-1 during the 4 case events,
displaying little influence during fog events and more during haze events. However,

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
the estimated 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
was far from sufficient to explain the observed d[HONO]/dt.

Dry deposition was typically high during the night within the shallow nocturnal

boundary layer and decreased during the day with the increase of the boundary layer
height. The calculated L dep contributed 0.5-0.9, 0.4-0.6, 2.7-4.3 and 0.05-0.3 ppb h1

to the loss of HONO. No significant decreases in L dep were observed during the

two fog events, while increases were detected during the cases on 11th and 14th Nov.
Not only was the variation in L dep unable to explain observed HONO productions,
it further added to the discrepancy between observed and calculated d[HONO]/dt.
During the four case events the J HONO respectively increased from 0.7×10-4 to
2.5×10-4 s-1 , 1.6×10-4 to 2.4×10-4 s-1, 0.03×10-4 to 1.4×10-4 s-1 and 1.6×10-4 to
4.4×10-4 s-1, with L pho contributing 0.9-8.9, 2.2-7.8, 0.03-5.5 and 0.8-26.4 ppb h-1 to
the loss of HONO. J HONO increased significantly by the end of the HONO growth
events to 2.9×10-4, 4.3×10-4, 2.6×10-4 and 6.6×10-4 s-1, respectively, suggesting that
the rapid drop of HONO concentrations was high probably caused by the rapid
photolysis. Overall, L pho contributed most to the discrepancy between observed and
calculated d[HONO]/dt.
Generally, the observed and calculated d[HONO]/dt agreed better with each other
outside the HONO explosive growth periods, showing overestimations when
aerosol liquid water contents were high, suggesting possible overestimation in the
NO 2 uptake coefficient in the parameterization of P het . This further suggests that
the observed discrepancies in HONO production have mainly been caused by
uncertainties in the heterogeneous formation estimates. The fact that HONO

drastically increased while NO 2 varied little (9:30 to 11:30, 5th Nov. and 6:30 to
8:30, 11th Nov.) or hardly increased even under drastic increases of NO 2 (8:30 to
11:30, 14th Nov.), but displayed explosive growth with increasing NH 3, could not
be explained by current known HONO sources (direct emission or gas phase
reactions). Additionally, these rapid increasing HONO phenomena were all
observed under foggy or high RH conditions, which further affirms the suspicion
that the HONO increase was caused by heterogeneous conversion of NO 2 .
The above results were added to the discussions in Sect. 4.1.

Figure 4 Estimated HONO emission from vehicles (blue), gas phase production (green),
production on ground (orange) and aerosol surface (pink), loss through photolysis
(yellow) and dry deposition (purple), as well as the calculated (dotted black) and
actually observed (solid black) d[HONO]/dt on a) 4th, b) 5th, c) 11th and d) 14th Nov.
2016

4. Line 304-306 then line 326-329: In these section the photolysis of HONO is
described being rapid (which is probably true) while it has been neglected earlier. I
think the manuscript need reorganization to discuss more coherently the

photochemistry of HONO under these conditions.
Response:
We thank the reviewer for pointing that out. Sect. 4.1 has been reorganized and new
results (already mentioned in previous comment) were added. Discussion on the HONO
photolysis were also made for the other three cases in the revised manuscript in Sect.4.1:
“During the four case events the J HONO respectively increased from 0.7×10-4 to 2.5×104 -1

s

,

1.6×10-4 to 2.4×10-4 s-1, 0.03×10-4 to 1.4×10-4 s-1 and 1.6×10-4 to 4.4×10-4 s-1, with

L pho contributing 0.9-8.9, 2.2-7.8, 0.03-5.5 and 0.8-26.4 ppb h-1 to the loss of HONO.
J HONO increased significantly by the end of the HONO growth events to 2.9×10-4,
4.3×10-4, 2.6×10-4 and 6.6×10-4 s-1, respectively, suggesting that the rapid drop of
HONO concentrations was high probably caused by the rapid photolysis. Overall, L pho
contributed most to the discrepancy between observed and calculated d[HONO]/dt.”
Minor issues
1. Figure 2: it is somewhat disturbing that the figure does not displayed all the data
acquired. In particular (but not only) the absence of NO and ozone data is clearly a
problem. Furthermore, the use of “ppb” for aerosol composition is confusing: is it
related to the whole volume of air? Is it related to the whole aerosol quantity. Please
use more straightforward units here.
Response:
We included NO and O 3 concentrations in Figure 2 revised manuscript (see Fig. 5 below)
according to the reviewer’s suggestion. We also agree with the reviewer that the use of
“ppb” as a unit for aerosol composition is confusing. The units in the text and in Figs.
2-4 in the revised manuscript were changed to “μg m-3” instead (see Figs. 5-7 below).

Figure 5. Time series of ambient a) RH; b) HONO; c) sulfate, nitrate, ammonium; d)
NH 3 , NO 3 and SO 2 during the observation period.

Figure 6 Time series of ambient a) RH,O 3 , b)HONO, NO 2 -, c) SO 4 2-, NO 3 -, NH 4 +, d)
NH 3 , NO 2 , SO 2 , e) NO, H 2 O 2 , f) CO, wind speed and wind direction (colors of scatter
points ) from 11-04 to 11-05. Gray shaded areas represent periods of rapid increase of
HONO.

Figure 7 Time series of ambient a) RH, SO 2 , b) HONO, NO 2 -, H 2 O 2 , aerosol pH, c)
SO 4 2-, NO 3 -, NH 4 +,d) NH 3 , NO 2 , O 3 , e) NO, volume concentrations of PM 2.5 in dry
state (V dry ), volume concentrations of liquid water (V w ), f) CO, wind speed and wind
direction during 1) 11th Nov. 2016 and 2) 14th Nov. 2016. Gray shaded areas represents
periods of rapid increase of HONO.

2. Line 98 – 108: The experimental description of the instrument, the inlet and the
protocol is insufficient.
Response:
We thank the reviewer for pointing it out and added more details to the experimental
description on the instrument.
This part was revised as follows:
“During this field campaign, an In situ Gas and Aerosol Compositions Monitor (IGAC,
Fortelice International Co.,Taiwan) was used for monitoring water-soluble ions (Na+,
K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, NH 4 +, SO 4 2-, NO 3 -,NO 2 -, Cl-) of PM 2.5 (particulate matter with

aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 μm) and trace gases including HONO, SO 2 , NH 3 ,
HCl, and HNO 3 with a time resolution of 1h. The IGAC system draws in ambient air

through a PM10 inlet and passes the sample through a sharp-cut PM2.5 cyclone at a
flowrate of 16.7 L/min. The total length of the stainless steel sampling line is
approximately 2 m, with an inner diameter of 3.18 cm (1.25 inch), resulting in a
residence time below 6 s, suggesting that underestimates in NH 3 possibly caused by
adsorption on the stainless steel sampling tube as was proposed by Young et al. (2016)
might be unimportant. A vertical annular denuder wetted with dilute H 2 O 2 solution
(5x10-3 M) collects the trace gases and converts SO 2 rapidly to SO 4 2-, preventing SO 2
from reacting with NO 2 in the absorption solution to produce HONO artefacts. A scrub
and impact aerosol collector under the denuder is mounted at an inclined angle to
capture particles based on impaction after condensation growth. Two separate Ion
Chromatographs are used to respectively analyze anions and cations for the gas and
aerosol liquid extracts which were injected from the denuder and the aerosol collector
once an hour. The detection limits are below 0.12 μg/m3

and the background

concentration of most water-soluble inorganic ions within the instrument were below
0.11 μg/m3, only with SO 4 2− showing a background concentration of 1.10 μg/m3 (Young
et al., 2016). Under highly polluted conditions such as our site, these measurement
uncertainties are fully acceptable. The instrument has shown good performance in the
past, agreeing well with filter based samples (Liu et al., 2017). Standard LiBr solution
was continuously added to the aerosol liquid extracts during the measurements, to
ensure the sampling and analyzing process is stable. The swing amplitude was within
the range of three standard deviation, confirming the stability of the ion analyzing
system throughout the campaign. A mixed standard solution was diluted to perform
multipoint calibrations (at 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 ppb concentrations) at
the beginning and at the end of the campaign for the ions Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, NH 4 +,
Li+, SO 4 2-, NO 3 -,NO 2 -, Cl-, Br-, with the R2 of the calibrations reaching above 0.9999.”
3. Line 120: The authors indicate the use of a NOx monitor 42CTL from thermo. It is
not clear if this instrument is equipped with a Mo-based converter, a Blue light
converter or both. In any case, the risk of interferences with HONO on the NO 2 and

NOx channels are high (through the conversion of HONO on heated Mo – see
Dunlea et al, 2007 for example - or through its photolysis by the blue light. During
some part of this field campaign the HONO values can be as high as 20 % of NO 2 .
In this case it would be necessary to evaluate the cross-sensitivities of NO 2 and
HONO in the configuration of the chemiluminescence monitor used.
Response:
We thank the reviewer for making a good point. The TE-42CTL NOx monitor at the
Gucheng site is only equipped with a Mo-based converter, which means that HONO,
PAN and HNO 3 can interfere with the NO 2 and NOx measurements. This we will
clarify in our revised manuscript. During the entire campaign, the median value of
HONO/NO 2 reaches 6.8%, while 90% of the data display HONO/NO 2 below 12.7%.
The largest HONO/NO 2 were observed during the explosive HONO growth episodes
in this study, which are shown in Fig.3. The NO 2 data measured by the TE-42C (red
line) is compared against that subtracted by HONO (yellow line). Assuming all the
HONO were converted to NO by the Mo-based converter, the actual NO 2 concentration
would be similar to the yellow line in Figure 3, which only during the rapid HONO
increase shows relatively larger deviation from the red line. Although there is indeed an
impact of HONO on NO 2 measurements, NO 2 concentrations subtracted by HONO are
still in excess, not limiting its conversion to HONO.

Figure 8 HONO, NO 2 , NO 2 -HONO concentrations on a) 4th, b) 5th, c) 11th and d) 14th
Nov. 2016
4. Line 127: “wavelength” is misspelled
Response:
Thanks, correction made in the revised manuscript.

5. Line 229: The value of 106 radicals/cm3 is taken as “typical for noontime haze
condition” and later used in the equation 1. Even if the order of magnitude of this
guess is probably not too wrong there is no reference provided. Furthermore, I don’t
think that the scientific community have the necessary background to raise a
“typical value” for these quite peculiar conditions. I would rather recommend to
refer to published work such as Whalley et al, 2015 (field) or Tie et al, 2003 (large

scale modeling)
Response:
We thank the reviewer for the suggestion and have added the suggested reference by
Whalley et al. (2015). The diurnal variation therein was used to estimate the diurnal
variation of gas phase HONO production (see response to Major Comment #3).
6. Line 267-269: This statement is quite vague. Which anions are the authors referring
to? More explanation are needed.
Response:
We added the following explanations to the introduction part, where this was first
mentioned:
“Results of Yabushita et al. (2009) suggest that anions (such as Cl-, Br- and I-) greatly
enhance the hydrolysis of NO 2 on water, and the NO 2 uptake coefficients of R2 can be
enhanced several orders of magnitude by increasing electrolyte concentration.”
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Abstract

19

The study of atmospheric nitrous acid (HONO), which is the primary source of OH radicals, is

20

crucial to atmospheric photochemistry and heterogeneous chemical processes. The heterogeneous

21

NO2 chemistry under haze conditions was pointed out to be one of the missing sources of HONO

22

on the North China Plain, producing sulfate and nitrate in the process. However, controversy exists

23

between various proposed mechanisms, mainly debating on whether SO2 directly takes part in the

24

HONO production process and what roles NH3 and the pH value play in it. In this paper, never

25

before seen explosive HONO production (maximum rate: 16 ppb/hour h-1) was reported and

26

evidence was found for the first time in field measurements during fog episodes (usually with

27

4<pH>5<6) and haze episodes under high relative humidity (usually with pH<5≈4), that NH3 was

28

the key factor that promoted the hydrolysis of NO2, leading to explosive growth of HONO and

29

nitrate under both high and lower pH conditions. The results also suggest that SO2 does not directly

30

taketakes minor or insignificant part in the HONO formation during fog and haze events, but was

31

indirectly oxidized upon the photolysis of HONO through subsequent radical mechanisms.

32

Aerosol hygroscopicity significantly increased with the rapid inorganic secondary aerosol

33

formation further promoting the HONO production. as a positive feedback. For future
1

34

photochemical and aerosol pollution abatement, it is crucial to introduce effective NH3 emission

35

control measures, since the NH3-promoted NO2 hydrolysis is a large daytime HONO source,

36

releasing large amounts of OH radicals upon photolysis, which will contribute largely to both

37

atmospheric photochemistry and secondary aerosol formation.

38
39
40
41

1 Introduction
Nitrous acid (HONO) plays a vital role in atmospheric chemistry due to the fact that its

42

photolysis is a major source (Michoud et al., 2014;Kleffmann et al., 2005) of hydroxyl radical (OH)

43

which determines the atmospheric oxidative capacity and plays crucial role in tropospheric

44

chemistry in processes such as the ozone formation, the degradation of volatile organic compounds

45

and the secondary aerosol formation (Cheng et al., 2016;Wang et al., 2016b2016). Hence, the

46

source study of nitrous acid (HONO) is of crucial importance for the understanding of the

47

tropospheric chemistry, for chemistry and climate modelling and for developing effective pollution

48

control strategies (Lu et al., 2018).

49

The North China Plain (NCP) is troubled by the persistent complex air pollution with high

50

loadings of both photochemical pollutants and particulate pollution (Zheng et al., 2015;Ran et al.,

51

2011) and the simultaneous mitigation of the two types of pollution has encountered trouble due

52

to the nonlinear dependence of ozone on NOx (Xing et al., 2018)(Xing et al., 2018). Unknown

53

daytime sources of HONO caught attention during the past few years (Michoud et al., 2014;Liu et

54

al., 2014;Su et al., 2011) and results from a recent study indicate that an additional missing source

55

is required to explain more than 50% of observed HONO concentration in the daytime in Western

56

China (Huang et al., 2017)(Huang et al., 2017). Results from several recent studies demonstrate

57

that intense heterogeneous conversion of NO2 to HONO on particle surfaces might be a significant

58

source of HONO (Liu et al., 2014;Cui et al., 2018).

59

Two main HONO heterogeneous production pathways involving aerosol water and NO2

60

were proposed. In light of drastic decrease of solar radiation during severe haze events and rich

61

ammonia conditions on the NCP, the first pathway hypothesized that NO2 (g) dissolved in aerosol

2

62

water at aerosol pH > 5.5 rapidly formed HONO while oxidizing HSO3- (aq) to sulfate. The

63

stoichiometry of this mechanism is as follows (Cheng et al., 2016;Wang et al., 2016a2016):

64

2NO2 (aq) + HSO3- (aq) + H2O (l) =>➔ 2H+ + HSO4- (aq) + 2NO2- (aq). (R1)

65

Based on this mechanism, good agreement between modelled and observed sulfate

66

formation rates were achieved. However, the assumption that the pH of ambient aerosols can reach

67

beyond 5.5 is a debatable issue. Results from several most recent studies indicate that the pH of

68

ambient aerosols fall in the range of 3-5 in most cases (Ding et al., 2018;Liu et al., 2017a;Song et

69

al., 2018). Given this, it was proposed that HONO and NO2- were produced in the hydrolysis

70

process of NO2, releasing OH radicals upon photolysis, which indirectly oxidize SO2 to sulfate (Li

71

et al., 2018b)(Li et al., 2018b):

72

2NO2 (g) + H2O (l) =>➔ H+ + NO3- (aq) + HONO. (R2)

73

Results of Yabushita et al. (2009) suggest that anionsYabushita et al. (2009) suggest that

74

anions (such as Cl-, Br- and I-) greatly enhance the hydrolysis of NO2 on water, and the NO2 uptake

75

coefficients of R2 can be enhanced several orders of magnitude by increasing electrolyte

76

concentration. The ambient aerosol particles in the boundary layer are in aqueous phase under high

77

RH (Liu et al., 2017b) and the aerosol or fog water is not pure with different dissolved anions (Wu

78

et al., 2018;Lu et al., 2010). Therefore, HONO and nitrate formed through this mechanism should

79

be independent of aerosol acidity, and should be primarily affected by the aerosol surface area

80

density, aerosol liquid water content and NO2 concentration (Li et al., 2018b)(Li et al., 2018b).

81

Moreover, recent theoretical simulations have proposed a HONO formation mechanism involving

82

NO2 and water and have identified that NH3 can promote the hydrolysis of NO2 (Li et al., 2018a)

83

(R2). Despite of this, no direct evidence from field observations were available in this paper to

84

support their findings.

85

Although the proposed HONO formation mechanisms are all heterogeneous reactions of

86

NO2, the details of how SO2, pH and NH3 are involved in heterogeneous formation are still under

87

debate (Li et al., 2018b)(Li et al., 2018b) and a clear mechanism is still missing in current models

88

to explain both the daytime concentration of observed HONO and the secondary inorganic aerosol

89

formation. Measurements of HONO are rare and simultaneous observations of HONO and aerosol

90

physical and chemical characteristics are lacking to thoroughly analyze or directly support the

91

aerosol heterogeneous HONO formation mechanisms involving NO2. In this paper, we present for
3

92

the first time simultaneous measurements of HONO, sulfate and nitrate as well as other precursor

93

gases, oxidants and meteorological parameters during both fog and haze episodes under high

94

ambient RH. Fog water pH is usually greater than 5.5 in eastern China (Safai et al., 2008;Lu et al.,

95

2010), while calculations in this work and previous studies collectively indicate a moderately

96

acidic condition (4<pH<5) for fine particles in northern China winter haze. The observational

97

results unveil that NH3 is the key factor that promotes the hydrolysis of NO2, resulting in explosive

98

formation of HONO, nitrate and sulfate.

99

2 Site description and instruments

100

From 15th Oct. to 25th Nov. 2016, a field campaign intended to study sulfate formation was

101

conducted at the Ecological and Agricultural Meteorology Station (39°09′ 𝑁, 115°44′E) of the

102

Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences. The site is partly composed of experimental

103

farmland and is also surrounded by farmland and small residential towns (nearest town ~1.5 km).

104

It is located between Beijing (~ 100km) and Baoding (~40km), two megacities on the North China

105

Plain (Fig. 1). During this field campaign, an In situ Gas and Aerosol Compositions Monitor

106

(IGAC, Fortelice International Co.,Taiwan) was used for monitoring water-soluble ions (Na+, K+,

107

Ca2+, Mg2+, NH4+, SO42-, NO3-,NO2-, Cl-) of PM2.5 (particulate matter with aerodynamic diameter

108

less than 2.5 μm) and trace gases including HONO, SO2, NH3, HCl, and HNO3 with a time

109

resolution of 1h. The IGAC system draws in ambient air through a PM10 inlet and passes the

110

sample through a sharp-cut PM2.5 cyclone at a flowrate of 16.7 L/ min.-1. The total length of the

111

stainless steel sampling line is approximately 2 m, with an inner diameter of 3.18 cm (1.25 inch),

112

resulting in a residence time below 6 s, suggesting that underestimates in NH3 possibly caused by

113

adsorption on the stainless steel sampling tube as was proposed by Young et al. (2016) might be

114

unimportant. A vertical annular denuder wetted with dilute H2O2 solution (5x10-3 M) collects the

115

trace gases. and converts SO2 rapidly to SO42-, preventing SO2 from reacting with NO2 in the

116

absorption solution to produce HONO artefacts. A scrub and impact aerosol collector under the

117

denuder is mounted at an inclined angle to capture particles based on impaction after condensation

118

growth. Two separate Ion Chromatographs are used to respectively analyze anions and cations for

119

the gas and aerosol liquid extracts which were injected from the denuder and the aerosol collector

120

once an hour. The detection limits are below 0.12 μg/m3 m-3 and the background concentration of

121

most water-soluble inorganic ions within the instrument were below 0.11 μg/m3 m-3, only with
4

122

SO42− showing a background concentration of 1.10 μg/m3 (Young et al., 2016). Under highly

123

polluted conditions such as our site m-3 (Young et al., 2016). Considering the severe pollution state

124

the NCP is under, these measurement uncertainties are fully acceptable. The instrument has shown

125

good performance in the past, agreeing well with filter based samples (Liu et al., 2017a)(Liu et al.,

126

2017a). Standard LiBr solution was continuously added to the aerosol liquid extracts during the

127

measurements, to ensure the sampling and analyzing process is stable. The swing amplitude was

128

within the range of three standard deviation, confirming the stability of the ion analyzing system

129

throughout the campaign. A mixed standard solution was diluted to perform multipoint calibrations

130

(at 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 ppb concentrations) at the beginning and at the end of the

131

campaign for the ions Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, NH4+, Li+, SO42-, NO3-,NO2-, Cl-, Br-, with the R2 of

132

the calibrations reaching above 0.9999. A comparison between NH3 observed by IGAC and by an

133

economical NH3 analyser (LGR, DLT-100, details see Meng et al. (2018)) yielded an overall slope

134

of 0.91 with R=0.63 (Fig.S1a). A better comparison result (slope of 1.03, R=0.74) would be

135

obtained if data associated with RH≥80 were excluded (Fig.S1b). The overestimation of LGR

136

instruments compared to denuder based instruments has also been reported in Teng et al. (2017),

137

suggesting possible interference of water vapor on NH3 measurements. As can be seen in Fig.S2,

138

both instruments captured the same the diurnal variation of NH3 during the four case episodes in

139

this study, which proves that the IGAC instrument was able to capture the overall variation trends

140

of NH3. Since both instruments have their uncertainties, we decided to use the NH3 measured by

141

the IGAC instrument for better consistency with the other data.

142

NOx and CO were observed using commercial instruments from Thermo Electronics

143

(Model 42CTL and 48CTL), while the Aerolaser AL2021 H2O2-monitor was used to measure

144

H2O2 concentrations. The ambient RH, temperature, wind speed and wind direction were observed

145

using an automatic weather station. The dry state particle number size distributions (PNSDs) in

146

the diameter range of 3nm to 10μm, were jointly measured by a scanning mobility particle size

147

spectrometer (SMPS) and an Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (APS, TSI Inc., Model 3321). The

148

ambient aerosol liquid water concentrations were calculated based on measurements of a three-

149

wavlengthwavelength humidified nephelometer system (Kuang et al., 2018). The aerosol

150

hygroscopicity parameter κ (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007) is calculated using the method

151

proposed by Kuang et al. (2017)Kuang et al. (2017).
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152

3 Observed simultaneous rapid increase of HONO, nitrate and sulfate

153

The time series of HONO, sulfate, nitrate and ammonium and precursor gases,

154

meteorological parameters and other parameters are shown in Fig. 2. During this observation

155

period, HONO concentration ranged from 0.31 to 17.6 ppb (ranged from 0.3 to 6.0 ppb during

156

most periods) with an average of 3.0 ppb. The HONO/NO2 ratio ranged from 0.03 to 0.75 with an

157

average of 0.18, which is higher than the average HONO/NO2 ratio previously observed in China

158

(Liu et al., 2014;Cui et al., 2018). NO2 concentration ranged from 7.5 to 60.1 ppb with an average

159

of 32.0 ppb. NH3 concentration ranged from 0.05 to 30 ppb with an average of 12.3 ppb. Four

160

rapid HONO formation events were identified in Fig.2, two under foggy conditions and the other

161

two under high RH conditions.

162

3.1 Explosive growth of HONO during fog episodes

163

Two dense fog episodes with rapid HONO increase were observed for the first time in

164

China, occurring on the 4th and 5th Nov. 2016. From satellite images (Fig. 1) it can be seen that on

165

the 5th Nov., a wide area of the NCP was shrouded by fog before noon (about 11:30) including the

166

observation site, however, the fog area reduced in the afternoon (about 13:30) and dissipated near

167

the observation site. The evolution of the fog-shrouded area during these two days was also

168

observed by a geostationary satellite (http://www.eorc.jaxa.jp/ptree/index.html). These two fog

169

episodes offer us a great opportunity to study the hydrolysis process of NO2 (R2) and the role of

170

SO2 in heterogeneous HONO production in fog water (R1), which usually show pH above 5.5

171

(Safai et al., 2008;Lu et al., 2010).

172

The time series of simultaneously observed meteorological parameters, concentrations of

173

nitrate, ammonium, sulfate and their precursor gases SO2, NO2, NO and NH3, as well as

174

atmospheric oxidants such as O3, H2O2 and other parameters including CO, which is indicative of

175

transport processes during the two days with fog episodes are shown in Fig. 3. From 0:00 (Beijing

176

local time) on the 4th Nov., the ambient RH continuously increased and reached 100% near 5:00,

177

and lasted about 8.5 hours before it dropped below 100% near 13:30. However, at 15:30, the

178

ambient RH began to rise again and reached 100% near 19:30, and then sustained until 12:00 on

179

the 5th Nov. The latter fog episode lasted about 18.5 hours.

180

During the first fog episode, the rapid increases of HONO, nitrate, sulfate and ammonium

181

were observed from 8:50 to 11:30 (Case1). HONO increased from 3.6 ppb to 10.6 ppb, with the
6

182

most rapid increase occurring around 11:00 at a rate of 5.5 ppb/ h-1. During the HONO increasing

183

period, the variation characteristics of related trace gases and other parameters are as follows. NH3

184

concentration increased slowly at first and then increased drastically near 11 am (10 ppb/ h-1). SO2

185

concentration remained almost constant at first and then increased from near 0.25 ppb to 0.4 ppb.

186

NO2 concentration increased continuously with a small magnitude, while NO concentration

187

increased first and then decreased. H2O2 concentration is continuously increasing, but O3

188

concentration remained near zero. CO concentration remained almost constant (~2.5 ppm),

189

suggesting that there was no evident plume transport during this process. Wind speed was less than

190

2 m/ s-1, and dropped almost to 0 m/ s-1 when HONO concentration dramatically increased, further

191

supporting the fact that the drastic increase was not caused by transport processes. Ammonium,

192

nitrate and sulfate concentration steadily increased from 10.7, .5, 13.2, 13.7 μg m-3.5 ppb to 20.5,

193

1214.3, 30.4, 31.0, 7.9 ppb μg m-3, respectively. A noticeable increase in nitrite was also observed,

194

when HONO increased most rapidly. It should be noted that the cutting diameter of the IGAC

195

instrument is 2.5 μm, which means that observed concentrations only represent the variation of

196

inorganics ions in aerosol water, and that of fog droplets were not included.

197

During the second fog episode, HONO, nitrate, sulfate and ammonium started to increase

198

rapidly from 9:30 and reached a plateau near 12:30, when the fog started to dissipate (Case2).

199

HONO increased from 3 ppb to 9.5 ppb, with the fastest increase occurring near 11:00 at a rate of

200

3.5 ppb/ h-1. Variation characteristics of other parameters are as follows. NH3 concentration

201

increased steadily from 5 ppb to 24 ppb. SO2 concentration increased steadily from 0.25 ppb to

202

1.25 ppb. NO2 concentration remained almost constant at the very beginning (near 40 ppb) and

203

then increase slightly, while NO concentration remained almost constant (near 30 ppb) throughout

204

the entire fog period. H2O2 concentration increased slightly at first and then rose rapidly towards

205

the end of the fog period. O3 concentration increased very slightly. CO concentration remained

206

also near constant (~3 ppm). Wind speed was steady and less than 2 m/ s-1 at the beginning,

207

however, began to increase quickly at noon. Ammonium, nitrate and sulfate concentration steadily

208

grew from 11.7, 6.78.1, 17, 3.8 ppb μg m-3 to 22, 15.53, 39.3, 8 ppb.0 μg m-3, respectively. The

209

variation of nitrite was very similar to that of HONO. The variation of wind speed demonstrate

210

that at the very beginning of the HONO increase, the air mass was relatively stagnant, but became

211

windy when the fog dissipated.
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212

3.2 Explosive growth of HONO during haze episodes with high RH conditions

213

The two periods with rapid HONO increase under high RH conditions occurred on the 11th

214

and 14th Nov., respectively. The time series of simultaneously observed meteorological parameters,

215

concentrations of nitrate, ammonium, sulfate and their precursor gases SO2, NO2, NO and NH3, as

216

well as oxidants including O3, H2O2 and other parameters such as CO concentration, aerosol

217

volume concentration in dry state and aerosol liquid water content during the two days are shown

218

in Fig.4.

219

On the 11th Nov., HONO started rising from 6:30 (3.4 ppb) and came to a halt at 9:00 (11.5

220

ppb) (Case 3). The quickest increase of HONO occurred near 9 o’clock with a rate of 5.6 ppb/ h-1.

221

The key features of other parameters are introduced in the following. The ambient RH decreased

222

rapidly (from foggy condition to near 75%). NH3 increased slowly at first and then grew rapidly.

223

NO2 increased slowly and SO2 remained low. The total volume concentration of PM2.5 was

224

decreasing. Ammonium, nitrate and sulfate concentrations increased very slowly at first and then

225

evident increase was observed in ammonium and nitrate. The decrease in dry state volume

226

concentration of PM2.5 demonstrate that the air mass is not quite steady due to transport or

227

boundary layer processes. The slight increase of nitrate and sulfate despite the drop in total PM2.5

228

concentration suggest that the nitrate and sulfate produced during the increasing process of HONO

229

outgrew those lost to boundary layer mixing and transport.

230

On the 14th Nov., HONO increased drastically near 11:00, reaching 17.6 ppb at 11:30 (16.1

231

ppb/ h-1) and then dropped promptly to 4 ppb at 12:30 (Case 4). This phenomenon took place when

232

the fog dissipated and the ambient RH abruptly dropped to near 85%. Key variation features of

233

other parameters are as follows. NH3 increased rapidly from 9.7 ppb to 30 ppb. NO2 concentration

234

was increasing quickly, while SO2 concentration remained low. The concentration of sulfate and

235

nitrate also increased quickly. Volume concentration of PM2.5 was decreasing, indicating that even

236

more sulfate and nitrate were formed than the observed growth in their concentrations. The O3

237

concentration stayed near zero, which means that UV radiation was weak. After the quick

238

formation of HONO, O3 concentration began to rise, indicating the increase in UV radiation

239

intensity. The photolysis of HONO was high probably the cause for its drastic decrease. Note that

240

the HONO was not increasing during the period where only NO2 increased rapidly and NH3 varied

241

little.
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242

4 Discussions

243

4.1 Discussions on the HONO formation mechanismbudget analysis

244

In these four rapid HONO increasing episodes, the maximum HONO growth rates

245

(dHONO/d[HONO]/dt) all exceed 5 ppb/ h,-, and even reach beyond 16 ppb/ h-1. Such high HONO

246

growth rates as observed in this study were not yet reported in literature.

247

The homogeneous reaction of NO with OH is an important source of HONOIn this section,

248

we discuss whether these HONO formation events can be explained by current known mechanisms

249

and which mechanisms are determining the variation of HONO.

250

The net HONO production rate can be estimated by accounting for all the currently known

251

sources and sinks using the following equation:

252

𝑛𝑒𝑡
𝑛𝑒𝑡
𝑃𝐻𝑂𝑁𝑂
= 𝑃𝑒𝑚𝑖 + 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑚
+ 𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑡 − 𝐿𝑝ℎ𝑜 − 𝐿𝑑𝑒𝑝 ,

253

𝑛𝑒𝑡
where Pemi is the total emission rate of HONO, 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑚
the net HONO production in homogenous

254

gas phase reactions, Phet the HONO produced via heterogeneous reactions, Lpho the loss of HONO

255

due to photolysis and Ldep the loss of HONO due to deposition.

(Eq.1)

256

Previous studies have shown that HONO can be emitted through biomass burning and

257

vehicles (Nie et al., 2015;Huang et al., 2017). Biomass burning contributes to HONO mainly by

258

increasing particle surface area and NO2 conversion efficiency (Nie et al., 2015). Under foggy

259

conditions, surface area was not the limiting factor to the NO2 conversion. During the haze events,

260

particle surface area was decreasing due to decreasing humidity and aerosol water content. Hence,

261

the variation of surface area cannot explain the observed HONO increases. According to the

262

mapped fire spots on the days of the HONO events (Fig.S3), there was no fire within 20 km

263

distance to the site. K+ is often used as an indicator for biomass burning. The average K+

264

concentration during the whole campaign ranged from 0.022 to 5.95 μg m-3, with an average of

265

1.28 μg m-3. The K+ level during the four events were 1.39, 1.08, 1.51 and 1.54 μg m-3, respectively,

266

showing no evident sign of biomass burning. Hence, only vehicle emissions were considered in

267

this study.

268

Vehicle emissions can be estimated using the following equation:

269

P𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 = R 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 × [NO𝑥 ]𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 ,

270

where Remission is the vehicle emission ratio and [NOx]vehicle the NOx concentration from vehicle

271

emissions. The NO/NOx ratio during the HONO increasing episodes ranged from 0.37 to 0.76,

(Eq.2)
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272

suggesting that the air masses were relatively aged compared to freshly emitted air mass from

273

𝑛𝑒𝑡
exhaust (NO/NOx>0.9). 𝑃𝑁𝑂+𝑂𝐻
Here, Pvehicle is estimated assuming all the measured NOx came

274

from vehicle emissions and an emission ratio of 1%, which is higher than the upper limit of 0.8%

275

used in Huang et al. (2017), to obtain an upper limit for vehicle emissions.

276

HONO can be formed in gas phase reactions of NO with OH radicals and is lost through

277

direct reactions with OH radicals. The net production of HONO via homogeneous reactions can

278

be estimated using the equation:

279

𝑛𝑒𝑡
𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑚
= 𝑘𝑁𝑂+𝑂𝐻 [𝑁𝑂][𝑂𝐻] − 𝑘𝐻𝑂𝑁𝑂+𝑂𝐻 [𝐻𝑂𝑁𝑂][𝑂𝐻],

280

where 𝑘𝑁𝑂+𝑂𝐻 kNO+OH (7.2 ×10−12 cm−3 s−1) and 𝑘𝐻𝑂𝑁𝑂+𝑂𝐻 kHONO+OH (5.0 ×10−12 cm−3 s−1) are the

281

rate constants of the reactions of NO and HONO with OH, at 298 k, respectively (Li et al., 2012).

282

Using an OH concentration of 1×106 cm-3, typical for noontime haze conditions, the estimated

283

homogeneous production rate are 2.04, 0.79, -0.33 and -0.37 ppb/h for the episodes on 4th, 5th, 11th

284

and 14th Nov., respectively, showing little variability or decreases during the increase of HONO.

285

Clearly, homogeneous oxidation of NO cannot explain the observed HONO variationsThe diurnal

286

variation of OH concentrations was inferred from Whalley et al. (2015), replacing OH under fog

287

conditions with 1x105 cm-3.

(Eq. 13)

288

Heterogeneous conversion of NO2 on aerosol and ground surface is considered a major

289

source for HONO. However, the detailed mechanism (R1 or R2?) is still under debate and different

290

studies have shown a large variability in the range of estimated NO2 uptake coefficient. Typically,

291

the conversion of NO2 on aerosol and ground surface is parameterized as a linear function of NO2

292

uptake coefficients and surface to volume ratios (surface area densities) (Xue et al., 2014;Li et al.,

293

2018b):

294

Pℎ𝑒𝑡 = (𝑘𝑔 + 𝑘𝑎 )[𝑁𝑂2 ],

295

k𝑔 = 8 ⋅ 𝜗𝑁𝑂2 ⋅ 𝛾𝑔 ⋅ 𝑉,

296

k 𝑎 = 4 ⋅ 𝜗𝑁𝑂2 ⋅ 𝛾𝑎 ⋅ 𝑆𝑎 ,

297

where 𝜗𝑁𝑂2 stands for the mean molecular speed, 𝛾𝑔 and 𝛾𝑎 for the uptake coefficient on ground

298

and aerosol surface, S/V for the surface to volume ratio and Sa for the ambient aerosol surface area

299

density. For NO2 conversion on ground surface, 𝛾𝑔 is assumed to be 1×10-6 during nighttime and

300

2×10-5 during daytime and S/V is assumed to be 0.1 m-1 as in Vogel et al. (2003). Since no

301

measurements of fog droplet surface areas were made in this experiment, we use a 𝛾𝑎 range of

1

(Eq.4-1)

𝑆

(Eq.4-2)

1

(Eq.4-3)
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302

1×10-4 to 1×10-3 as suggested by Li et al. (2018b) and a wide range of surface area densities to

303

account for both aerosol and fog conditions. Additionally, for non-fog conditions, the ambient

304

aerosol surface area density calculated using the simultaneously measured PNSD and aerosol

305

hygroscopicity parameter derived from measurements of a humidified nephelometer system and

306

𝛾𝑎 =1×10-4 is applied to further calculate the variation of the HONO production on aerosol surface.
HONO loss through photolysis reactions were calculated as:

307
308

L𝑝ℎ𝑜 = 𝐽𝐻𝑂𝑁𝑂 [𝐻𝑂𝑁𝑂],

309

where JHONO was modelled using the TUV radiative transfer model (version 5.3,

310

http://www2.acom.ucar.edu/modeling/tuv). The required single scattering albedo and aerosol

311

angstrom exponent were estimated using simultaneously measured PNSD and BC measurements

312

(Kuang

313

(Table S1).

(Eq.5)

et al., 2015), while the 550nm aerosol optical depth (AOD) was assumed to vary with RH

Loss through dry deposition was estimated using equation 6:

314

𝑣𝑑𝑒𝑝

[𝐻𝑂𝑁𝑂],

315

L𝑑𝑒𝑝 =

316

where the dry deposition rate vdep was assumed to be 0.3 cm s-1 according to (Stutz et al., 2002)

317

and the boundary layer height H was interpolated from ECWMF ERA-interim data

318

(http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/).

𝐻

(Eq.6)

319

The comparison between the calculated HONO net production rate and actually measured

320

HONO variation rate (d[HONO]/dt) is displayed in Fig. 5. The estimated upper limit for vehicle

321

emissions displays little variability during the day, with slight decreasing trends during the four

322

events, proving that the observed HONO production could not have been caused by direct vehicle

323

𝑛𝑒𝑡
emissions. The net gaseous phase production of HONO (𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑚
) contributed 0.15-0.18, 0.04-0.07,

324

0.27-1.04 and 0.25-1.53 ppb h-1 during the 4 case events, displaying little influence during fog

325

𝑛𝑒𝑡
events and more during haze events. However, the estimated 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑚
was far from sufficient to

326

explain the observed d[HONO]/dt. Dry deposition was typically high during the night within the

327

shallow nocturnal boundary layer and decreased during the day with the increase of the boundary

328

layer height. The calculated Ldep contributed 0.5-0.9, 0.4-0.6, 2.7-4.3 and 0.05-0.3 ppb h-1 to the

329

loss of HONO. No significant decreases in Ldep were observed during the two fog events, while

330

increases were detected during the cases on 11th and 14th Nov. Not only was the variation in Ldep

331

unable to explain observed HONO productions, it further added to the discrepancy between

332

observed and calculated d[HONO]/dt. During the four case events the JHONO respectively increased
11

333

from 0.7×10-4 to 2.5×10-4 s-1, 1.6×10-4 to 2.4×10-4 s-1, 0.03×10-4 to 1.4×10-4 s-1 and 1.6×10-4 to

334

4.4×10-4 s-1, with Lpho contributing 0.9-8.9, 2.2-7.8, 0.03-5.5 and 0.8-26.4 ppb h-1 to the loss of

335

HONO. JHONO increased significantly by the end of the HONO growth events to 2.9×10-4, 4.3×10-

336

4

337

was high probably caused by the rapid photolysis. Overall, Lpho contributed most to the discrepancy

338

between observed and calculated d[HONO]/dt.

, 2.6×10-4 and 6.6×10-4 s-1, respectively, suggesting that the rapid drop of HONO concentrations

339

Generally, the observed and calculated d[HONO]/dt agreed better with each other outside

340

the HONO explosive growth periods, showing overestimations when aerosol liquid water contents

341

were high, suggesting possible overestimation in the NO2 uptake coefficient in the

342

parameterization of Phet. This further suggests that the observed discrepancies in HONO

343

production have mainly been caused by uncertainties in the heterogeneous formation estimates.

344

The NO/NOx ratio during the HONO increasing episodes ranged from 0.37 to 0.76, suggesting

345

that the air masses were relatively aged compared to freshly emitted air mass from exhaust

346

(NO/NOx>0.9). Even if we assume all the measured NOx came from vehicle emissions and an

347

emission ratio of 10%, which is higher than the upper limit of 8% used in Huang et al. (2017)

348

(Huang et al., 2017), the contribution of vehicle emissions to HONO would be in the range of 0.97

349

to 1.09, 0.63 to 0.83, 0.73 to 1.16 and 0.9 to 1.15 ppb during the episodes on 4th, 5th, 11th and 14th

350

Nov., respectively. Even if the emission ratio were underestimated, NOx decreased during these

351

events with the increase in HONO, which proves that the observed HONO variation could not

352

have been caused by direct vehicle emissions.

353

Recent studies also suggest biomass burning to be an important HONO source, mainly by

354

increasing particle surface area and NO2 conversion efficiency (Nie et al., 2015). Under foggy

355

conditions, surface area is not the limiting factor to the NO2 conversion. During the haze events,

356

particle surface area was decreasing due to decreasing humidity and aerosol water content. Hence,

357

the variation of surface area cannot explain the observed HONO increases. According to the

358

mapped fire spots on the days of the HONO events (Fig. S2), there was no fire within 20 km

359

distance to the site. K+ is often used as an indicator for biomass burning. The average K+

360

concentration during the whole campaign ranged from 0.022 to 5.95 μg/m3, with an average of

361

1.28 μg/m3. The K+ level during the four events were 1.39, 1.08, 1.51 and 1.54 μg/m3,

362

respectively, showing no evident sign of biomass burning.
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363

The fact that HONO drastically increased while NO2 varied little (9:30 to 11:30, 5th Nov.

364

and 6:30 to 8:30, 11th Nov.) or hardly increased even under drastic increases of NO2 (8:30 to 11:30,

365

14th Nov.), but displayed explosive growth with increasing NH3, cannotcould not be explained by

366

current known HONO sources (direct emission or gas phase reactions). TheseAdditionally, these

367

rapid increasing HONO phenomena were all observed under foggy or under high RH conditions,

368

which leads us to suspectfurther affirms the suspicion that the HONO increase was caused by

369

heterogeneous conversion of NO2. Was it R1, R2 or another mechanism that led to the explosive

370

growth of HONO?

371

Based on results from Wang et al. (2016a) and Cheng et al. (2016), R1 is more likely to

372

happen during fog episodes or under NH3 neutralized conditions (3,4). While R1 might be able to

373

explain the formation of sulfate and HONO, it cannot explain that of nitrate. The observed molar

374

increase of nitrate were always larger than that of sulfate, usually exceeding twice the amount of

375

sulfate. In addition, pH values during the rapid HONO increasing period under high RH conditions

376

(estimated from ISORROPIA with the forward mode and metastable assumption (Song et al.,

377

2018), Fig. 4) were continuously below 5, further demonstrating that R1 is unlikely to happen

378

under such conditions.

379

Laboratory experiments demonstrated that anions greatly enhance NO2 uptake on water 4.2

380

Heterogeneous HONO formation mechanism

381

As manifested in Sect. 4.1, the unknown HONO source and the overestimates in HONO

382

production were both linked to our limited understanding on the heterogeneous HONO formation

383

mechanism. In this section, we try to evaluate the relative contribution of the currently known

384

heterogeneous HONO formation pathways (R1 and R2) and reveal the reason for their limitations

385

in explaining the observed HONO growth.

386

To evaluate which process (R1 or R2) was dominating the heterogeneous production of

387

HONO, we assume that HONO was produced in aerosol and fog water simultaneously via R1 and

388

R2. Since measurements of fog liquid water content or fog droplet surface area density were not

389

made, we cannot directly quantify the absolute HONO production in fog. However, we can make

390

a few assumptions to compare the relatively HONO contribution via R1 and R2. First, it was

391

assumed that the observed sulfate production (d[SVI]/dt) was caused by the reaction of SO2 with

392

H2O2, O3, NO2, transition metal ions (TMI: Fe3+ and Mn2+). Calculations were performed

393

according to Cheng et al. (2016), using the same pH dependent TMI concentrations and the
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394

actually measured SO2, H2O2, O3 and NO2 concentrations (Table S2). For the two fog episodes on

395

4th and 5th Nov. 2016, the mean diameter of fog droplets was assumed to be 7.0 μm and the liquid

396

water content was assumed to be 0.3 g m-3 according to Shen et al. (2018). For the haze episodes

397

on the 11th and 14th Nov. 2016, the mean aerosol diameter under ambient conditions was estimated

398

to be 0.65-1.22 and 0.9 μm, while the liquid water content was calculated to decrease from 3.4×10-

399

4

400

transition from fog to haze. The sulfate production rate and relative contribution of each oxidation

401

pathway to the total sulfate production rate was obtained and depicted in Fig.6. For the two fog

402

episodes, assuming pH=6, the estimated average sulfate production rates are 11.7 and 31.6 μg m-

403

3

404

considering the liquid water content of fog droplets are at least a magnitude higher than that of

405

aerosols. For the two haze episodes, using the pH values estimated using ISORROPIA (forward

406

mode and metastable assumption (Song et al., 2018)), the estimated average sulfate production

407

rates are 0.06 and 1.8 μg m-3 h-1, about 10% of that observed within PM2.5. Following the

408

calculations of Cheng et al. (2016), we have considered the influence of ionic strength on the

409

reaction rates and set constraints on the maximum ionic strength (Imax), which might have caused

410

underestimations for all reaction routes, since the calculated ionic strength commonly exceeded

411

Imax. Underestimated transition metal ion concentrations may also be partly responsible for the

412

underpredicted sulfate production, since the TMI catalysis route has recently be pointed out to be

413

the dominant SO2 heterogeneous oxidation pathway {Shao, 2019 #2155}. Additionally, there also

414

might be other neglected SO2 oxidation pathways, which will lead to overestimates in the sulfate

415

fraction produced by the NO2 oxidation pathway. Therefore, we can only yield an upper limit for

416

the HONO production rate of R1:

417

to 7.8×10-5 g m-3 on the 11th Nov and assumed to be 0.01 g m-3 on the 14th Nov. during the

h-1 approximately 4 times of that observed within PM2.5, which might be an underestimation,

𝑑[𝐻𝑂𝑁𝑂]
𝑑𝑡

𝑅1

= 2 × 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑆𝑂2+𝑁𝑂2 ×

𝑑[𝑆𝑉𝐼]
𝑑𝑡 𝑜𝑏𝑠

,

(Eq.7)

418

where 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑆𝑂2 +𝑁𝑂2 is the contribution fraction of the NO2 oxidation pathway to the total sulfate

419

production. Note that the calculated HONO production rate can only represent the production

420

within PM2.5.
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421

By further assuming that all the observed nitrate production (d[NO3-]/dt) was caused by reaction

422

R2 and by the reaction of NO2 with OH radicals (𝑘𝑁𝑂2 +𝑂𝐻 =3.2×10−12 cm3 s−1), the HONO

423

production rate of R2 would be:

424

𝑑[𝐻𝑂𝑁𝑂]
𝑑𝑡

𝑅2

=

𝑑[𝑁𝑂3− ]
𝑑𝑡

𝑜𝑏𝑠

− 𝑘𝑁𝑂2+𝑂𝐻 [𝑁𝑂2 ][𝑂𝐻].

(Eq.8)

425

The contribution fraction of the two reactions to the heterogeneous HONO production in aerosol

426

and fog liquid water content can be calculated by:

427

𝑓𝑅1 =

𝑑[𝐻𝑂𝑁𝑂]

428

𝑓𝑅2 =

𝑑[𝐻𝑂𝑁𝑂]

𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

𝑅1
𝑅2

⁄

𝑑[𝐻𝑂𝑁𝑂]

⁄

𝑑[𝐻𝑂𝑁𝑂]

𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

and

𝑅1+𝑅2
𝑅1+𝑅2

(Eq.9-1)

.

(Eq.9-2)

429

Assuming the pH of fog droplets falls within the range of 4 to 6, fR2 was estimated to range

430

from range from 75.5 to 99.5% and from 81.2 to 99.5% during the 4th and 5th Nov. 2016,

431

respectively. For the two haze events on 11th and 14th Nov., the fR2 corresponding to the pH values

432

modelled by ISORROPIA would be 98.2% and 97.3%.

433

These results suggest that, reaction R2 is the dominant contributor to the heterogeneous

434

HONO production, while R1 is more important under high pH conditions. Under the assumed

435

upper limit of pH, R1 can contribute up to 24.5%, 18.8% to the observed HONO growth during

436

the fog events. This is in accordance with results from (YabushitaWang et al., 2009;Li et al., 2018b.

437

(2016), which suggests that R2 is more likely to occur in fog water that is rich in anions. The

438

concentration of NO2 as well as the surface area density of fog droplets should be and Cheng et al.

439

(2016), which suggested that R1 was more likely to happen during fog episodes or under NH3

440

neutralized conditions (3,4). For the two haze events, R1 contributed very little (1.8% and 2.7%)

441

to the observed HONO growth.

442

Since R2 seems to be the dominant contributor to the observed HONO production, it is

443

important to evaluate whether the parameterizations in current literature can accurately describe

444

the HONO production process of R2. The HONO production rate of R2 is typically parameterized

445

as in Eq.4, where the NO2 concentration and the surface area density of fog droplets/aerosol

446

particles are the controlling factors of the NO2 uptake, as opposed to the pH of the water droplets.

447

(Li et al., 2018b;Yabushita et al., 2009). Based on the reactive uptake coefficient of NO2 (𝛾𝑁𝑂2 ) in

448

Yabushita et al. (2009), we have in Yabushita et al. (2009) and Li et al. (2018b), we have calculated
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449

the HONO production rate of R2 under different conditions (see Fig.S1S4). During foggy

450

conditions, the HONO production rate should be higher than 1 ppb/( (ppb NO2∙h).)-1. The NO2

451

concentration during the two fog episodes ranged between 40 to 50 ppb, therefore, the HONO

452

production rate should be would have been higher than 40 ppb/h during the observed fog periods

453

according to the results in Fig.S1 h-1. However, no rapid increase of HONO was observed unless

454

NH3 was simultaneously increasing. This result indicatesAs already mentioned before, under hazy

455

conditions, Phet significantly overestimated the HONO production when relative humidity was

456

high and large ambient aerosol surface area densities were observed (Fig5), while it failed to

457

reproduce the growth in HONO on the morning of the 11th Nov. 2016. These results indicate that

458

R2 is missing the important impact of NH3 in the heterogeneous HONO production and that the

459

currently used 𝛾𝑁𝑂2 range is at least overestimated when NH3 is not abundant enough.

460

Recent theoretical simulation results (Li et al., 2018a) ascertain that NH3 can promote the

461

hydrolysis of NO2 and contribute to HONO formation via R2. (Li et al., 2018a). This conclusion

462

is consistent with the observed phenomena that HONO only increased rapidly when NH3 was

463

simultaneously increasing. Considering the influence of NH3 and sulfate on the aerosol pH, under

464

our observed NH3 concentration range, NH3 has negligible impact on pH values (Guo et al., 2017),

465

especially under high RH conditions. This further proves that the NH3-promoted hydrolysis of

466

NO2 is independent of the pH value.

467

So what role does SO2 play in the HONO formation and what caused the rapid formation

468

of sulfate? Li et al. (2018b) pointed out that NO2 can oxidize S(IV) indirectly via free radical

469

mechanism (the involved reactions RS1 to RS5 proposed in Li et al. (2018b) are listed in the

470

supplement). The key step of the proposed S(IV) oxidation pathway is the photolysis of HONO to

471

produce OH (RS1). Produced OH can oxidize S(IV) to form bisulfate or sulfate through reaction

472

RS2 and produce HO2. HO2 can react with NO to produce NO2, or react with itself to produce

473

H2O2. Is the radiation during fog and haze events strong enough to photo dissociate the produced

474

HONO and release large amounts of OH radicals? Diurnal evolutions of the lifetime of HONO

475

(only considering the photolysis process) under different aerosol optical depth (AOD) and different

476

cloud optical depth conditions are presented in Fig.5, which were calculated using the j-values

477

simulated

478

http://www2.acom.ucar.edu/modeling/tuv, the required single scattering albedo and aerosol

479

angstrom exponent were estimated using simultaneously measured PNSD and BC measurements

by

the

TUV

radiative
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transfer

model

(version

5.3,

480

(Kuang

et al., 2015). The results in Fig.5a demonstrate that for AOD (550nm)=1.0, the lifetime of

481

HONO quickly drops below 1 hour after sunrise and is less than 0.5 hour at noontime. The AOD

482

at 550 nm observed near 13:30 by the MODIS (Moderate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer)

483

Aqua satellite on the 14th November is 0.7, thus, the drastic decrease of HONO on the 14th

484

November can be well explained by its rapid photolysis and the amount of OH radicals released

485

must be even greater than the drop in HONO concentrations, since HONO was simultaneously

486

produced via NO2 hydrolysis. During Case 1 and 3, HONO began to decrease when NH3 was still

487

increasing. The reason might be that the UV radiation at that point was already strong enough to

488

photolyze HONO quickly, which lead to the drastic drop in HONO concentrations (The diurnal

489

evolution of lifetime of HONO under different cloud optical depth conditions are depicted in

490

Fig.5b). O3 started to increase quickly as HONO began to decrease, which is an indirect evidence

491

of the increasing UV radiation. The increase in H2O2 during the increase of HONO in the two fog

492

episodes, where O3 concentration stayed near zero, might be an indirect evidence of the HO2

493

production and occurrence of RS2. The formed H2O2 can also oxidize S(IV) to form sulfate via

494

heterogeneous processes, even more efficient than the OH radical oxidation in the gas phase under

495

high RH conditions. In this way, the simultaneous formation of HONO, sulfate and nitrate can be

496

well explained and it becomes clear that SO2 does not participate in the heterogeneous HONO

497

production process.

498

Another phenomenon worth noting is that, in Case 3, HONO was increasing rapidly even

499

under the drastic decrease in ambient RH, which demonstrates that the impact of NH3 on HONO

500

formation should be even more important than that of aerosol liquid water content. However, the

501

hydrolysis of NO2 needs water to be involved, thus, the importance of water content under different

502

conditions remains to be elucidated.

503

To further investigate the acceleration effect of NH3 on the hydrolysis of NO2, we have

504

examined the correlations between the NO2-to-HONO (HONO/NO2 ratio), NO2-to-NO3- (NO3-

505

/NO2 ratio) conversion efficiencies and the NH3 concentration during the entire field campaign

506

(Fig.67). Note that only data points during nighttime (18 pm to 6 am) and with ambient RH

507

Higherhigher than 80% are showndisplayed in Fig.6. 7. Daytime data were excluded, because

508

HONO would quickly photolyze as soon as sunlight iswas available, even. Even if there was rapid

509

HONO production, the corresponding increase of HONO might not be observedobservable due to

510

its quick photolysis. The reason for only including data with ambient RH higher than 80% is
17

511

becausethat the quick hydrolysis of NO2 requires water to be involved. However, the overall

512

hygroscopicity of ambient aerosols during this field campaign iswas relatively low (, with an

513

average hygroscopicity parameter κ isof 0.14, and the volume contribution of liquid water to the

514

total volume concentrations of ambient aerosols was quite low when ambient RH is below 80%

515

(Kuang et al., 2018) and the volume contribution of liquid water to the total volume concentrations

516

of ambient aerosols is quite low when ambient RH is below 80% during this field campaign.

517

Details on the volume contribution of liquid water to the total volume of ambient aerosols can be

518

referred to Kuang et al. (2018). The correlation coefficient between HONO/NO2 ratio and the NH3

519

concentration reaches 0.68, while that between NO3-/NO2 ratio and NH3 concentration only

520

reaches 0.48, since the source of NO3- is much more complicated than that of HONO. These results

521

have further verified that NH3 promotes the NO2 hydrolysis and HONO production. The

522

correlation of HONO/NO2 to NH3 is highly nonlinear, HONO/NO2 increases rapidly with NH3

523

when NH3 reaches above 10 ppb.

524
525

4.2 Diurnal variations of 3 Feedback between HONO formation and inorganic secondary

526

aerosol formation and aerosol hygroscopicity determined by NH3

527

According to the discussions in Sect.4.1, NH3 promotes the hydrolysis of NO2, producing

528

HONO and nitrate. During daytime, HONO photolysis further produces OH and results in

529

significant formation of sulfate. According to the discussions in Sect.4.2, NH3 promotes the

530

hydrolysis of NO2, producing nitrate and most of the observed HONO. However, the connection

531

between the NH3 promoted hydrolysis and the simultaneous rapid sulfate production remains

532

unexplained. As was already discussed in Sect.4.2, the sulfate production rate calculated based on

533

currently known SO2 oxidation pathways largely underestimates the observed sulfate growth,

534

indicating that there might be neglected oxidation pathways. Li et al. (2018b) pointed out that NO2

535

can oxidize S(IV) indirectly via free radical mechanism (the involved reactions RS1 to RS5

536

proposed in Li et al. (2018b) listed in the supplement). The key step of the proposed S(IV)

537

oxidation pathway is the photolysis of HONO to produce OH radicals (RS1). OH can oxidize S(IV)

538

to form bisulfate or sulfate through reaction RS2 and produce HO2. HO2 can react with NO to

539

produce NO2, or react with itself to produce H2O2. As was depicted in Fig.5, the radiation during

540

the fog/haze events was already strong enough to photolyze the produced HONO and release OH

541

radicals at the same rates as Lpho in Sect. 4.1, indicating there was strong OH production, especially
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542

near the end of the events. For the two fog events, no AOD measurements were available.

543

Assuming AOD=2.5 for foggy conditions, the lifetime of HONO (only considering the photolysis

544

process) were estimated to decrease from 4.2 to 1.1 h, 1.7 to 1.1 h during the growth of HONO

545

and to drop to 1.0 and 0.7 h by the time of the drastic decreases in HONO. In the haze event on

546

the 11th Nov., AOD measurements were also not available due to cloud coverage, however,

547

sensitivity study shows that the calculated HONO lifetime are much more sensitive to the AOD as

548

opposed to the COD values (increasing 3.1 and 0.4 h per 0.1 increase in AOD and COD, Fig.S5).

549

The HONO lifetime dropped from 2.0 h (by the time of the HONO peak) to 1.1 h (by time of the

550

HONO decrease). During the case on the 14th Nov. 2016, the relative humidity decreased from

551

100% (10:00-11:00) to 86% (11:30), suggesting that this was a fog dissipation process. The HONO

552

lifetime was estimated to be 1.7 h between 10:00 to 11:00, proving that the photolysis process was

553

relatively weaker during the rapid increase of HONO. The estimated HONO lifetime rapidly

554

decreased to 0.6 h by 12:00, resulting in accelerated HONO dissociation and OH production. The

555

increase in H2O2 observed during and after the increase of HONO, might be an indirect evidence

556

of the HO2 production and occurrence of RS2. The observed H2O2 concentrations were much

557

higher than the assumptions of 0.01 ppb made in Cheng et al. (2016), which was also pointed out

558

by Ye et al. (2018). Under the assumed pH range for fog and the calculated pH range for aerosol,

559

the estimated sulfate production was dominated by the SO2 oxidation via H2O2 (Fig.6). This

560

indicates that both the calculated and the yet unexplained sulfate production were linked to the

561

photolysis of HONO.

562

NH3 promoted the hydrolysis of NO2, producing HONO and nitrate. HONO easily photolyzes

563

releasing OH radicals, which further converted to HO2 and H2O2. The highly oxidative free radicals

564

and H2O2 collaboratively boosted the formation of sulfate. Hence, diurnal variations of NH3 should

565

have exerted significant influences on the diurnal variations of HONO and inorganic aerosol

566

chemical components. (sulfate, nitrate and ammonium, SNA). The average diurnal variations of

567

NO2, NH3, HONO as well as SO2 concentrations during this field campaign are shown in Fig.7a8a.

568

The average HONO concentration during nighttime is higher than that during daytime due to the

569

quick photolysis of HONO upon solar irradiation. The NH3 concentration begins to increase in the

570

morning (near 8 o’clock:00 LT) the reaches thea plateau in the afternoon (8.5 to 15.5 ppb in

571

average), and the SO2 concentrations shows a similar diurnal variation to that of NH3. This type

572

of diurnal variation of SO2 was also found by Xu et al. (2014), however, the cause of thisthe
19

573

common diurnal pattern ofbetween NH3 and SO2 during this field campaign requires further

574

investigation. The NO2 concentration increases quickly in the afternoon and decreases in the

575

evening.

576

As shown in Fig.7b8b, the increase of NH3 from morning to the afternoon was accompanied

577

with the increase of mass fractions of nitrate and sulfate in PM2.5 (The mass fractions of different

578

aerosol chemical compositions were obtained by using the measured dry state PNSD to calculate

579

volume concentration of PM2.5, assuming that the density of aerosols in dry state is 1.5 g/cm3 cm-

580

3

581

increase in nitrate infrom the morning andto the afternoon is much faster than that of sulfate, since

582

the molar mass of sulfate is much higher than that of nitrate, again supporting the theory offact

583

that the NH3-promoted NO2 hydrolysis, which only produces HONO and nitrate directly. It is

584

noteworthy that, in the morning,, was the main contributor to the observed explosive HONO

585

formation. The evident morning increase of the contribution of inorganic aerosol components

586

(sulfate, nitrate, ammonium) to ambient aerosol masscomponent fractions resulted in prominent

587

increases of aerosol hygroscopicity (, displaying an average hygroscopicity parameter κκ anomaly

588

of +0.04 during this field campaign is 0.14 (Kuang et al., 2017) as shown in noontime (Fig.7c.8c).

589

From the morning to the afternoon, the ambient RH decreases quickly, however, the increase of

590

aerosol hygroscopicity willcan retard the decrease of aerosol liquid water content and surface area

591

density of ambient aerosols. ThisThis might acts as a positive feedback, further enhancesenhancing

592

the hydrolysis of NO2 as well as the nitrate and sulfate formation as opposed to conditions with

593

constant aerosol hygroscopicity.

594

5. Summary and atmospheric implications

(Yin

et al., 2015). The results shown in Fig.7b8b indicate that the molecular concentration

595

Explosive HONO growth (observed maximum dHONO/d[HONO]/dt=16.1 ppb/ h-1) was

596

observed for the first time on the NCP during fog and haze episodes with high RH conditions, only

597

occurring with evident increases in NH3, indicating that NH3 is the key factor promoting the

598

hydrolysis

599

concentrationconcentrations during the observation period exhibit a distinct diurnal variation with

600

an increase in the morning and a peak in the afternoon (8.5 to 15.5 ppb in average). The increase

601

of NH3 promotes the hydrolysis of NO2, giving significant rise to HONO and nitrate concentrations.

602

Produced HONO released OH radicals upon photolysis, which further oxidized SO2 to sulfate

603

through gas phase and heterogeneous reactions. Therefore, the significant diurnal variationsgrowth

of

NO2,

resulting

in

rapid

20

HONO

and

nitrate

formation.

NH3

604

of NH3 hasin the morning determined the diurnal variations ofincrease in nitrate, sulfate and

605

ammonium as well as that of aerosol hygroscopicity, which as a positive feedback retards the

606

decrease in atmospheric liquid water content and further enhances the hydrolysis of NO2 as well

607

as the nitrate and sulfate formation.

608

Results in this paper reveals that the NH3-promoted NO2 hydrolysis is a significant source

609

of HONO, which provides direct insight into the missing daytime source of HONO on the NCP.

610

Results in this paper also shed light on the recent controversy of how SO2, pH and NH3 are involved

611

in heterogeneous HONO production. It was clarified that SO2 does not directly take part in the

612

HONO production, but isSO2 took a minor part during fog events and an insignificant part during

613

haze events, the observed growth in sulfate was dominantly the byproduct of the HONO photolysis,

614

confirming again the importance HONO as an OH source and its crucial role in atmospheric

615

chemistry.

616

These results have demonstrated the critical role and contribution of NH3 in the formation

617

of photochemical and aerosol pollution on the North China Plain. Effective control measures are

618

urgently called for to reduce NH3 emissions, which would simultaneously benefit the

619

photochemical and aerosol pollution abatement through the reduction of HONO production.
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Figure 1. MODIS Terra (a,c) and Aqua (b,d) satellite images in 2016-11-0404th Nov. (a,b) and 5th
Nov. 2016-11-05 (c,d), star markers are locations of Gucheng (GC: the observation site), Baoding
(BD) and Beijing (BJ).
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Figure 2. Time series of ambient a) RH; b) HONO; c) sulfate, nitrate, ammonium; d) NH3, NO3
and SO2 during the observation period.
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Figure 3. Time series of ambient a) RH,O3, b)HONO, NO2-, c) SO42-, NO3-, NH4+, d) NH3, NO2,
SO2, e) NO, H2O2, f) CO, wind speed and wind direction (colors of scatter points ) from 11-044th
to 11-055th Nov. 2016. Gray shaded areas represent periods of rapid increase of HONO.
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Figure 4. Time series of ambient a) RH, SO2, b) HONO, NO2-, H2O2, aerosol pH, c) SO42-, NO3-,
NH4+,d) NH3, NO2, O3, e) NO, volume concentrations of PM2.5 in dry state (Vdry), volume
concentrations of liquid water (Vw), f) CO, wind speed and wind direction during 1) 11th Nov. 2016
and 2) 14th Nov. 2016. Gray shaded areas represents periods of rapid increase of HONO.
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Figure 5. (a) Diurnal variations of lifetime of HONO under different aerosol optical depth (AOD)
conditions. Gray solid marker represents the AOD position from MODIS Aqua in 2016-11-14
(about 13:30); (b) Diurnal variations of lifetime of HONO under different cloud optical depth
(COD) conditions, with an AOD of 1.
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Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Estimated HONO emission from vehicles (blue), gas phase production (green),
production on ground (orange) and aerosol surface (pink), loss through photolysis (yellow) and
dry deposition (purple), as well as the calculated (dotted black) and actually observed (solid black)
d[HONO]/dt on a) 4th, b) 5th, c) 11th and d) 14th Nov. 2016
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Figure 6. Calculated average sulfate production (a,c) and contribution fraction b,d) from SO2
oxidation by H2O2, NO2, O3, TMI under different pH values using methods described in (Cheng et
al., 2016) for the case episodes on 4th, 5th, 11th and 14th Nov. 2016.
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Figure 7. The relationship between NH3 concentration and a) HONO/NO2 ratio; b)
nitrate/nitrogen dioxide ratio (𝑁𝑂3− /𝑁𝑂2 ); Colors of scatter points represent ambient RHs and the
color bar is shown on the top.
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Figure 78．(a) Average diurnal variations of Gases ; (b) Average diurnal variations mass fractions
of nitrate, sulfate and ammonium; (c) Diurnal variations of aerosol hygroscopicity, dκ is the
anomaly to the daily mean κ.
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